ORTHODOX INSTITUTE 2013
October 31 – November 3 • Antiochian Village • Ligonier, PA

BLESSED IS THE KINGDOM
ACTS 2:42 & TODAY

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
His Eminence Metropolitan Savas of Pittsburgh
“THE SPIRIT OF GIVING IN THE EARLY CHURCH”

PRESENTERS
Rev. Dr. Thomas FitzGerald
Dr. Kyriaki FitzGerald
Dr. Stefanie Yazge
V. Rev. Fr. Stephen Freeman
Rev. Fr. James Bernstein
Sandra Anderson
Alexei Krindatch
Joseph Kormos
Kh. Janet Shadid
Dr. Anton Vrame
Kevin Allen
Katrina Bitar
Kh. Gigi Shadid
Nicholas Chakos

WORKSHOPS & SEMINAR TOPICS
Understanding Orthodoxy in America Today • The Early Church • Living the Mystery • Early Church Issues and Key People • Women in the Church • How Temple Became Church • Vibrant Parishes • How to Love One Another • The Educating Community: The Parish as Curriculum • Challenges and Opportunities for the Ancient Faith Today • FOCUS North America, Real Break, YES and HUGS (a new initiative for Church schools encouraging service) • OCEC Church School Director Seminar • OCEC Teacher Training II

WINE & CHEESE RECEPTIONS, BOOK SIGNINGS & GIFTS
GREAT FOOD & FELLOWSHIP
Registration fee $65. Room & board $254 per person (triple occupancy).

Follow us on Facebook: Orthodox Institute 2013
Registration forms: www.antiochian.org/OI2013
More info: orthodoxinstitute2013@yahoo.com